
Recently I reported on a turntable combo challenging the state of the art in phono reproduction at under 

$10,000, all in. Time to add one more item to the combo which brings it a full 10% closer to the best of the 

best. So close in fact, I could live with this set-up until the audio cows come home. 

Add the EAT Massive Record Weight, over 800 grams!, 50% heavier with a smaller footprint than the very 

nice provided weight. The Massive, at about $195, still keeps you under $10,000 and brings you better 

and clearer imaging, less chance of the cartridge striking it, and more clarity at all frequencies. It yielded 

about 50% of the improvement of the interconnect swap. No kidding!

It is much more sophisticated than the supplied weight, which outside of its lovely style is very old think:  all 

metal, pretty heavy, and felt at the record label. The Massive is made of exotic non-ringing alloy with three 

rings of polymer compound like those used to support the sub-chassis so effectively. It also features polymer 

on the part striking the record label. At over 800 grams, it does not bother the motor speed of the C Sharp, but 

is the heaviest record weight I have ever used.

The improvement with the Massive is immediate and major, so I consider this a must-own. Use the old one on 

another turntable or as an elegant paperweight. I tried it on a Pro-Ject Table and it improved its performance. 
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Now take it home to mother, my friends! More soon if I can figure out any more improvements, though it is 
extremely close in overall performance to my $68,000 reference system right now!
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So this is my Reference System Recommendation:

  >EAT C Sharp Turntable and 10 inch arm
   >EAT Massive Record Weight
   >WyWires Diamond DIN Tone Arm Cable
   >Kiseki Purple Heart MC Cartridge

    All for a total of under $10,000 MSRP!
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